
Inzile delivers four electric trucks to Bring for fossil-free home
deliveries starting on Black Friday
Inzile delivers four electric trucks to Bring of the new model Pro4 Max. The first Inzile vehicle was delivered in June this year
and has worked out well in Bring's operations. The four new electric vehicles will also be used for fossil-free home deliveries
in urban environments.

The four light trucks delivered from Inzile are the continuation of the collaboration with Bring, which began with the delivery of a first electric
truck in June this year. Posten Norge, of which Bring is a part, owns about five percent of Inzile. Bring has so far ordered five trucks from
Inzile.

Inzile and Bring are now launching the new Inzile Pro4 Max, which has a box of more than seven cubic meters with a height that enables
you to stand upright when loading and unloading. This is a solution that Bring and Inzile have worked out together.

- It is gratifying that we are expanding our electric vehicle fleet with these new models that are very well suited for our home deliveries in an
urban environment. Our goal is for all our home deliveries to be completely fossil-free in Sweden by 2025. Already today, more than 50 %
of our home deliveries in Sweden are fossil-free, and in total we have fossil-free home deliveries to 345 locations in Sweden, including
Stockholm, Malmö, Gothenburg and Linköping, says Tobias Åbonde, responsible for home deliveries at Bring.

- It is very rewarding for us at Inzile that Bring is satisfied with the first electric truck that we delivered in June this year and that they now
take four more Inzile vehicles into operation for fossil-free home deliveries, says Klas Åhgren, sales and marketing manager at Inzile.

Inzile Pro4 is an electric light truck that has been developed with the aim of creating conditions for smart and fossil-free cities. Electric
Utility Vehicle (EUV) is a niche segment in the automotive industry that is expected to grow rapidly in the coming years. The customer
groups include real estate companies, transport companies and e-retailers that want to eliminate emissions in the cities, as well as
municipalities and park administrations.

For further information, please contact:

Peter Wergens, CFO Inzile, peter.wergens@inzile.com,  +46 73 325 75 04

Tobias Åbonde, Nordic Director Homedelivery, tobias.abonde@bring.com, + 46 70 975 199

About Inzile

Inzile is a Swedish tech company creating intelligent electrically powered vehicles as well as modern transport and service solutions for a
sustainable community. The company’s vision is to liberate the world from emission of fossil fuels and to accelerate the climate efforts by
contributing to sustainable cities that improve quality of life.

Inzile was founded in 2012 based on a strong will to secure a future climate friendly utility vehicle sector. The team consists of some of
Scandinavia’s foremost authorities related to electrical vehicles, digitalization, manufacturing and purchasing. Inzile develops, produces,
and sells innovative vehicle solutions on the global market based on the demanding Nordic climate, security requirements and
environmental standards. The company is based in Sweden with headquarters and production facility located in Västervik, R&D in Tranås
as well as a marketing office located in Stockholm.

FNCA Sweden AB is the Company’s Certified Adviser, +46 8-528 00 399, info@fnca.se.

For further information, please visit: www.inzile.com

About Bring

Bring solves everyday logistics for small and large businesses in the Nordic region. We help you to efficiently transport, stock and deliver.
With a comprehensive offer in packages, goods, thermos, warehouses and couriers, Bring can assist your business with small and large
assignments in Sweden and from there to or from the rest of the world. Together we find the best solution for you - to you or directly to your
customers.


